COMPANY PROFILE

FBS-TV (Fukuoka Broadcasting System corporation) is based out of
Fukuoka in south-west Japan, and opened in April 1969. Fukuoka is a
beautiful city surrounded by sea and mountains, and very popular with
Chinese and Korean tourists. FBS provides a variety of content to other
stations in Fukuoka and Saga. Its up-to-date, accurate, and easy to
understand news as well as its useful and fun informational programs
are very popular with local viewers.

Contact us
Fukuoka Broadcasting System Corp.
2-22-8 Kiyokawa, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka 810-8655 Japan
TEL: +81-92-532-1111
URL: http://www.fbs.co.jp/

10-JIN ACTOR
IDOL Entertainment 30min 177episode, and still go on Subtitled in ENGLISH
Follow the growth of 10 idols from Fukuoka, as they try
to gain nationwide popularity!
In 2014, 260 handsome men were scouted in Tenjin, a
shopping district in Fukuoka City. Their acting prowess,
singing ability, and other unique talents were put to the
test as they tried to outdo each other and pass an
audition to become one of ten chosen modern
Cinderella boys, or 10-JIN Actors. The 10-JIN Actors’
goal is first and foremost to become entertainers who
represent Fukuoka. Over the course of this season, the 10-JIN Actors engage in various
challenges, in their aim to become true Asian stars of the future.

We make your wish come true!
Real Variety Entertainment 30min 103episode, and still go on Subtitled in ENGLISH
The concept of this program is to support the people who
live in Fukuoka. Everyone has trouble. Everyone has hope.
To realize our program is existing. Someone want to be idle.
Someone would want to propose her in marriage. Someone
want friends. Someone want to cut the father’s long-hair.
The program will receive a lot of requests.
Mr. Yu Saito and stuff of this program hear of lot, and will solve them.

Hey TAXI! Teach me best cuisine !
Travelogue Gourmet 30min 125episode, and still go on Subtitled in ENGLISH
Go around Kyushu, it looks for a
delicious meal. Powerful helper
in there! Taxi driver knows
anything

about

local

thing.

Driver's recommendation, ask
to

introduce

delicious

a

cheap

restaurant.

and
No

rehearsal, slapstick journey.

8K/4K The history of ARITA ware
Documentary 15min 1episode 2017
400 years ago. The first porcelain in Japan was made in
Arita-cho, Saga prefecture. The porcelain was named
“Arita-yaki”. In the late seventeenth century, Arita ware
was exported to Europe, and its high technical strength
and beauty were appreciated. All the work has been
divided. Production of porcelain, first molding the clay,
and give it a color. At last in a high temperature kiln,
these are baked. This style did not change for 400 years.
We used the state-of-the-art 8K camera and put the Arita
ware in a movie. Arita ware's history, craftsmen's
technique, and traditional beauty. Please enjoy the super high-definition video.

World heritage OKINO-SHIMA
Documentary 45min 1episode 2017

The sacred island of Okinoshima, situated between
the Japanese archipelago and the Korean peninsula,
has long attracted the devotion of the local population in the Munakata region, who possessed advanced
nautical skills. Large-scale rituals utilizing an enormous quantity of precious votive offerings were conducted on
the island to pray for safe ocean voyages from the 4th to the 9th centuries, a period of more than 500 years
during which overseas exchange occurred frequently in
East Asia.
Ritual sites bearing witness to the successive phases of
ancient rituals that chronicle the formation of indigenous
beliefs in Japan have survived to the present almost intact,
because the island of Okinoshima, as an object of worship,
has been protected by established taboos strictly limiting
access to the island.

Japanese girls never die
FILM 100min 1episode Dec. 2016
Alongside a national highway in a typical declining suburban city, with a large
shopping mall, clothing shops, CD rental joints, used car dealerships, and chain
restaurants. One day, Haruko Azumi (28), a single working girl, suddenly
disappears. Soon after, cryptic graffiti, borrowed from her missing person poster,
strangely begin to appear all over town. Also, a mysterious group of high school
girls begins attacking men at random. After the disappearance of Haruko, these
two series of incidents overlap. Is this Haruko’s plot?

Goomies
KIDS Edutaiment 3min 30episode 2017 ALL ENGLISH
Goomies is easily accessible content for learning English at home.
Goomies features an educational animation series, "MOO & Tino",
healthily humored with charming characters, and specially designed as a
parenting tool for preschool kids to be educated while also being
entertained.
Goomies also features a musical series with popular nursery rhymes sung by native English speakers, and
illustrations and music developed in art-rich France, each song features unique visuals and characters that are
sure to keep children entertained, and are finished at a quality where both children and parents can enjoy them
together.
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